Ser May Monastery
An ou ces North American
Tour

The Tour Protect
Sera Mey College has the great responsibility of
preserving the Tibetan Buddhist tradition. This
includes providing the facilities for all who wish to
study the great texts. and to continue to support the
monastic lifestyle. Every year young novices as well
as older monks are arriving from Tibet. The number
of monks has increased from an initial !07 to now
over 1500. There is great difficulty accommodating
the increasing number of new monks. The main
problem is the inadequate space of the prayer hall there is room for only 500 monks. The others have to
sit outside, which is difficult during the summer and
rainy season:
The aim of this tour will be to raise funds for a new
prayer hall. The old building will not be torn down,
but will be used to house the Monastery Library,
which will be open to all. All of the funds raised
during the tour will be used for this project.
Your help and donations
highly appreciated.

for •.this vital project are

Tashi Delek

Sera Mey College
Sera Mey College is one of the two main colieges
Sera Monastic University.
The Buddhist Master

of

Kunkyen Jangcnub Boompa. disciple of the great
Tibetan saint Je Tsongkhapa, established it in Tibet in
142 J. Tsongkhapa founded the Gelug tradition, which
was the first attempt at combining all Buddhist
lineages in Tibet. The Gelug lineage represents a
synthesis of the several dozen most important schools
of early j 41h century Tibetan Buddhism. The eighteen
volumes of his writings acted as a major inspiration in
Tibetan cultural history, ushering in a renaissance of
writing, art, architecture. and folk culture. He created
festivals such as the Great Prayer Festival of Lhasa.
His disciples founded the three great central
.
monasteries of Tibet - Ganden, Drepung, and Sera.
Until 1959, Sera contained nearly 5000 monks. After
the Communist Chinese occupation of Tibet, a
temporary settlement was founded at Buxa. This
remote place in Eastern India was the new home for
107 refugee monks. In 1970 they moved near Mysore
in Southern India to re-establish Sera Mey on 70 acres
of land donated by the Indian government.
The
present college now has nearly 1500 monks studying
the Five Great Texts, logic, grammar, medicine, and
the arts.
The college includes the Sera Mey Thoesam school.
with around 200 students and a staff of 18, a social
environmental
center. and a health dispensary with six
permanent workers. Through this college, the
Tibetans continue to teach and practice their religious
tradition, which they are unable to do in their 0\'1'11
country.

